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Kin selection theory has always been explicitly genetic and has long been invoked
to explain the evolution of the sterile worker caste in the social insects. However,
sociogenomic studies of the evolution and genomic basis of social insect caste have
been largely disconnected from kin selection theory and other related genetic theories of
social evolution. Two previous population genetic models make testable predictions for
patterns of sequence diversity for genes shaped indirectly by kin selection compared to
genes shaped directly by natural selection, but there is some confusion in the literature
regarding the predicted effects of kin selection and sex-limited expression on molecular
evolution. We review the previous models and then use a simple parental effect model
to clarify that the two factors, kin selection and sex-limited expression, are distinct and
each has a separate effect on the expected patterns of molecular evolution. We further
build on the previous models to show how categories of genes in social insect genomes
with diverse combinations of fitness effects (direct, parental, sib, and offspring) and
patterns of sex-limitation are predicted to evolve.We discuss how caste- and sex-specific
transcriptomic profiling, coupled with population genomic data, can be used to identify
different functional categories of genes and subsequently test whether observed patterns
of molecular evolution fit theoretical predictions.
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INTRODUCTION
Kin selection theory has always had an explicitly genetic focus. In first developing kin selection
theory, Hamilton (1964) was motivated to explain how natural selection could favor an allele
associated with altruism, which by definition entails a direct fitness cost to altruists expressing the
allele as well as an indirect fitness benefit to social partners. Hamilton (1964) demonstrated that
such an allele can spread when the beneficiaries of altruism also tend to bear the altruism allele, such
as when altruists and beneficiaries are genetically related (see also Williams and Williams, 1957).
Hamilton’s Rule describes how the allele associated with altruism can experience a net positive
fitness effect, and thus be adaptive, only when the indirect fitness benefit weighted by relatedness
outweighs the direct fitness cost (Hamilton, 1964).
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Kin selection theory has also had a special focus on explaining
the evolution of eusociality, i.e., the evolution of sterile castes
(Hamilton, 1964, 1972). Indeed, the evolution of a sterile
worker caste provides the textbook example of the evolution
of reproductive altruism by kin selection. Furthermore, the
development and application of kin selection theory to social
insect traits (e.g., caste, sex ratio) has been touted as providing
some of the best testable predictions and quantitative support
for these predictions in all of evolutionary biology (Queller and
Strassmann, 1998; Abbot et al., 2011).
It would seem natural then for kin selection and related
social evolution theory to be used to motivate and provide
testable predictions for the explosion of recent transcriptomic
and comparative genomic social insect studies of the evolution of
caste and eusociality. Surprisingly, with relatively few exceptions
(Hall and Goodisman, 2012; Thompson et al., 2013; Vojvodic
et al., 2015; Ronai et al., 2016; Sobotka et al., 2016), this is
not the case. The majority of sociogenomics research from the
past decade has been divorced from and not motivated by kin
selection theory or other related forms of established social
evolution theory (e.g., indirect genetic effects theory, Moore
et al., 1997; Wolf et al., 1998; Bijma et al., 2007; Bijma and
Wade, 2008; Linksvayer andWade, 2009; Mcglothlin et al., 2010).
Instead, concepts originating in evolutionary developmental
biology have motivated most sociogenomic studies (Toth and
Robinson, 2007). For example, sociogenomic studies have often
sought to test the hypothesis that highly conserved “gene toolkits”
underlie social novelty in diverse lineages (e.g., Toth et al.,
2010; Woodard et al., 2011; Berens et al., 2015; Morandin et al.,
2016), or alternatively, that the evolution of social innovations
involves rapidly evolving “novel genes” (Johnson and Tsutsui,
2011; Feldmeyer et al., 2014; Sumner, 2014; Jasper et al., 2015).
How can kin selection theory be touted as providing some of
the best testable predictions of all evolutionary biology on the one
hand, and yet, on the other hand, not be used by sociogenomic
researchers studying the very genetic phenomena that initially
spurred Hamilton (1964) to develop kin selection theory? This
trend suggests to us that, either established theory is perceived
to be inappropriate or inadequate for generating and testing
predictions with sociogenomic datasets, or that its theoretical
predictions are not yet testable with available datasets.
Here, we start by reviewing two previous population genetic
models that build on kin selection theory/indirect genetic effects
theory and make testable predictions for sociogenomic datasets,
in particular for social insects (Linksvayer and Wade, 2009;
Hall and Goodisman, 2012). While these studies have been
described as providing conflicting results (Hall and Goodisman,
2012), we show that they are actually complementary. We use
a simple parental effects, population genetic model to clarify
that indirect fitness effects (i.e., kin selection) and sex-limited
gene expression are distinct causal factors that influence expected
patterns of molecular evolution. We extend the previous models
of Linksvayer and Wade (2009) and Hall and Goodisman
(2012) to show more generally how genes in the genomes
of social insects (and more broadly, other social species) are
expected on theoretical grounds to fit into several categories.
The categories are the result of different patterns of gene
expression and combinations of direct and indirect fitness effects,
which determine the expected rates of molecular evolution for
each category. Finally, we describe how empiricists can use
RNA sequencing studies to categorize genes based on their
expression patterns and inferred fitness effects, in order to test
whether observed patterns of molecular evolution fit theoretical
predictions. While we hope to also motivate further theory
(and we briefly discuss promising routes), our target audience
is mainly empiricists, because, as described above, we believe
there is very strong potential for a tighter linkage between social
evolution theory and sociogenomic data. The recent interface of
population genetic models and genomic data for topics related to
the evolution of sex-limited expression and sexual dimorphism
provide a nice example of the promise of such a link between
theory and genomic data (e.g., Connallon and Clark, 2010; Meisel
et al., 2012; Griffin et al., 2013; Kirkpatrick and Guerrero, 2014;
Wilkinson et al., 2015; Dapper and Wade, 2016).
Although, our results are general and applicable to loci with
diverse fitness effects in diverse social organisms, we focus on
the eusocial insects, since sociogenomic research in social insects
continues to be a very rapidly growing field (e.g., Ferreira et al.,
2013; Simola et al., 2013; Berens et al., 2015; Harpur et al.,
2014; Roux et al., 2014; Jasper et al., 2015; Kapheim et al., 2015;
Mikheyev and Linksvayer, 2015; Patalano et al., 2015; Smith et al.,
2015; Vojvodic et al., 2015; Morandin et al., 2016).
COMPARISON OF TWO PREVIOUS
POPULATION GENETIC MODELS OF
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN SOCIAL
INSECT GENOMES
Linksvayer and Wade (2009) sought to make sociogenomic
predictions broadly applicable to species with diverse social
effects, but focused their discussion on the social insects.
Specifically, they extended previous maternal effects theory
(Wade, 1998) to study how indirect fitness effects, resulting
from genes expressed in relatives, are expected to affect rates
of molecular evolution and the resulting patterns of sequence
variation within and between populations. They modeled how
the fitness of new reproductives (i.e., new queens and males)
depends directly on genes expressed in these individuals, as well
as indirectly on genes expressed in the mother (i.e., the queen)
and in their siblings (i.e., workers).
Their main conclusion was that “all else being equal, selection
acts less effectively on loci with indirect social effects on fitness
than on loci with direct effects on fitness” (Linksvayer andWade,
2009). This conclusion can be understood as a straightforward
restatement of Hamilton’s (1964) basic insight that indirect
fitness effects must be weighted by relatedness, i.e., a factor
between 0 and 1, when compared with direct fitness effects (note
that the effect of relatedness on rates of evolution has also long
been recognized in maternal effect quantitative genetic models;
e.g., Dickerson, 1947; Willham, 1963; Cheverud, 1984; Lynch,
1987). Linksvayer and Wade (2009) mentioned in passing that
some genes with direct fitness effects are likely only expressed in
one sex, e.g., queen-expressed genes influencing egg-laying rate.
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Hall and Goodisman (2012) sought to build on Linksvayer
and Wade (2009) by focusing on the effects of female-limited
expression, because reproductive and sterile females (i.e., queens
and workers) are the main actors in hymenopteran insect
societies. Specifically, they modeled how the queen’s own
genotype (“queen effects”) and the genotype of her offspring
workers (“worker effects”) affect the colony-level output of new
queens and males that are offspring of the queen and her mate(s)
(following Linksvayer and Wade, 2009; Hall and Goodisman,
2012 considered colonies with a single queen and one to multiple
mates). They ascribed this fitness to the queen and her mate(s).
Despite the seeming close overlap of the two models and their
results, Hall and Goodisman (2012) make a point of emphasizing
that their results are “in sharp contrast” (p. 2081) to the results
of Linksvayer and Wade (2009), explaining further: “This result
is in contrast to the primary conclusion of Linksvayer and
Wade (2009), who noted that selection is less efficient for loci
with indirect social effects regardless of queen mate number.
The difference between our results and theirs is caused by our
assumption of sex-limited selection” (Hall and Goodisman, 2012,
p. 2086). This statement begs the question: do the results of Hall
and Goodisman (2012) refute the main conclusion of Linksvayer
and Wade (2009) that genes shaped by indirect selection
experience relaxed adaptive molecular evolution compared to
genes shaped by direct selection? Or, is it correct to state that all-
else-equal, indirect selection is always expected to be effectively
weaker than direct selection (consistent with previous authors,
including Hamilton, 1964), but, in some cases, the effects of
sex-limited gene expression can combine with the effects of
indirect selection, so that some categories of genes experiencing
kin selection can show similar expected rates of molecular
evolution as some categories of genes experiencing direct, albeit
sex-limited, selection?
In the next section, we use a simple parental effects model
to demonstrate how sex-limited expression and indirect fitness
effects (i.e., kin selection) act separately as distinct causal factors
to shape patterns of molecular evolution. This model and the
subsequent models illustrate that the original main conclusion
of Linksvayer and Wade (2009) is general, but indeed, other
causal factors such as sex-limitation or other forms of conditional
expression are also expected to shape patterns of molecular
evolution (Whitlock and Wade, 1995; Van Dyken and Wade,
2010). But first, we explain further how the models of Linksvayer
and Wade (2009) and Hall and Goodisman (2012) can be seen to
overlap and to be complementary to each other. After presenting
the parental effects model, we develop a more general model that
includes and goes beyond all of the effects considered by the two
previous models.
The two models apply to two different but overlapping
forms of selection, both likely to be important for social insects
(Figure 1). Linksvayer and Wade (2009) modeled how the
fitness of new queens and males depends on direct, maternal,
and sib effects. This situation can be considered as a form of
viability selection on the traits of new queens and males. For
example, genes expressed in developing larvae, themother queen,
and sibling workers may affect caste fate or the viability, and
subsequent fecundity of new queens and males. In contrast, Hall
and Goodisman (2012) modeled how the fitness of a mature
queen and her mate(s) depend on queen- and worker-expressed
genes. Here, “queen effects” are direct effects of genes expressed
in the queen’s genome on queen fecundity, and “worker effects”
are most clearly understood as indirect effects of genes expressed
in the workers’ genomes on their parents’ fecundity. These genes
have offspring effects (as opposed to sib, parental, or direct
effects). This situation of direct and offspring effects can be
considered as a form of fecundity selection on traits related to
the fecundity of mature queens. For example, genes expressed
in a mature queen and her offspring workers that influence
queen egg-laying rate naturally fit these categories of direct and
offspring fitness effects, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 1,
the traits and fitnesses of all individuals in insect societies are
likely influenced by all of these types of effects. Indeed, more
generally, genes expressed in all species, in particular those
living in family-based groups, can have diverse fitness effects,
including direct, parental, sibling, and offspring effects (Lynch,
1987; Linksvayer and Wade, 2005; Linksvayer, 2006; Drown and
Wade, 2014).
As a side note to readers attempting to compare the details of
the two models: Without careful inspection, it may be unclear
how the results of Hall and Goodisman (2012) (e.g., their
Table 2) are related to the results of Linksvayer and Wade
(2009), their later steps, and our models below. Both models
start with tables describing the link between genotype and
fitness (e.g., their Table 1; note the use of q vs. p to describe
the frequency of the alternate allele), but Hall and Goodisman
(2012) take some extra steps before calculating the expected
per generation change in the frequency of a new allele with
a fitness effect relative to the wildtype. As they explain, they
present the leading eigenvalue, λ, of the stability matrix for the
introduction of the new allele, and its approximation, instead
of directly presenting the 1p equations (see their Table 2),
where 1p ∼ (λ−1)p. Subsequently, like Linksvayer and Wade
(2009), they calculate fixation probabilities of each category of
genes in their model. Hall and Goodisman (2012) then go one
further step to calculate the adaptive substitution rate, which
is 1p, weighted in proportion to the number of new adaptive
alleles that arise per generation, 2 and 3/2 Nµ, for diploids
and haplodiploids, respectively. In our models below, we use
the traditional approach of directly calculating 1p equations
based on the relationship between genotype and fitness, and
then assume weak selection (Charlesworth and Charlesworth,
2010, p. 90–91), because such calculations are more transparent
(see Supplementary Material) and also produce the same
result.
PARENTAL EFFECT MODEL CLARIFIES
THE DISTINCT EFFECTS OF KIN
SELECTION AND SEX-LIMITATION
First consider a single diploid locus with a sex-limited direct
effect, sd♀, on female fitness (note, here we assume diploidy for
simplicity, but for the rest of the paper we model haplodiploid
loci). This gene is expected to experience half the effective
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FIGURE 1 | Diagram of alternate ways to model the direct and indirect fitness effects in social insect colonies. The queen and her offspring workers that
make up a colony unit are enclosed by a gray box; solid black arrows represent direct reproduction of a queen to produce new queens or new workers; a black box
encloses the focal queen whose fitness is being considered; dashed red arrows represent direct and indirect effects on the focal queen’s fitness; and individuals from
the previous one or two generations are marked with a single or double quotation marks, respectively. Each model considers the fitness of either a reproductively
active queen with an established colony (i.e., within a gray box), or the fitness of a new queen. Males are excluded for clarity. (A) Viability Selection. Linksvayer and
Wade (2009) modeled how a queen’s fitness can depend directly on its own genes (direct arrow) and indirectly on its mother’s genes (maternal arrow) and its sib’s
genes (sib arrow). Such selection could act on the traits of virgin or mated queens that affect their survival, or could act on traits that later affect queen fecundity. (B)
Fecundity Selection. The fitness of established queens may primarily depend on colony-level production of new queens and males. This output may depend mainly on
the queen’s own genes (direct arrow) and on her worker offspring’s genes (offspring arrow). Hall and Goodisman’s (2012) model can be understood to be such a case,
where the direct effect is called a “queen effect” and the indirect offspring effect is called a “worker effect.” This pattern of selection can shape queen traits related to
fecundity but could also affect traits relating to the survival of established queens. (C) Viability and Fecundity Selection. Realistically, both viability and fecundity
selection shape queen traits, and all types of direct and indirect effects can shape the traits of queens and other members of insect societies. In all cases, the change
in allele frequency at a locus with a single type of fitness effect will depend on the relatedness between the individual expressing the locus and the individual that
expresses its fitness effects (here the focal queen).
strength of selection as another direct effect locus with a similar
magnitude of fitness effect that is expressed by both sexes
(Whitlock and Wade, 1995). Half of the gene copies, those in
males, are not expressed and therefore have no fitness effects for
natural selection to act upon. Mean fitness, W, under this model
is the average of the mean fitnesses across the two sexes, 1 in
males and 1 + 2sd♀p in females, for an average of 1 + sd♀p. The
gene frequency change, 1p, with this model equals (sdpq/2W),
where sd♀is the direct fitness effect on females depending on their
genotype, and p and q are the frequencies of the A1 and wild type
alleles, respectively.
Now imagine a maternal effect locus that is expressed by
mothers and indirectly influences offspring fitness regardless of
offspring genotype by an amount sm for each A1 allele carried
by the mother (Wade, 1998). This too can be considered to be
a gene whose expression is limited to females (i.e., moms), but
its evolution is different. Mean fitness, W, under this model is
1 + 2smpA1. Note that here there are twice as many deaths for
the same gene frequency as there are in the female-limited direct
fitness case, but here the deaths are less effective at changing gene
frequency, because the individuals dying are not dying because
of the expression of their own genes but rather owing to the
effects of expression of their mother’s genes. The gene frequency
change, 1pA1, with this model equals (smpq/2W) (Wade, 1998).
Although both models have the selection coefficient discounted
by the factor of ½, the reason for the discounting is different for
each model. In the female-limited direct fitness case, females die
because of their genotype, whilemales of the same genotype enjoy
normal fitness. The factor of ½ appears because of averaging
across the two sexes. In the maternal fitness effect case, the
factor of ½ appears because offspring die as a result of mother’s
genotype and the regression from offspring death to maternal
genotype is ½. That is, the maternal effect locus indirectly
affects offspring fitness and the parent-offspring relatedness
coefficient is ½. More generally, whenever a locus expressed
in one individual affects its relative’s fitness (e.g., a sib effect
locus), the effective strength of selection experienced by the locus
depends on the relatedness between social partners (Linksvayer
and Wade, 2009).
To further illustrate that the effects of sex-limited expression
and kin selection are distinct, consider the case of a parental
effect locus that is expressed in both parents and indirectly
influences offspring fitness. As shown in Table 1, the parental
effect locus will still experience half the effective strength of
selection compared to a direct effect locus that is expressed
in both sexes and has the same magnitude of fitness effect.
More precisely, in practice, the effect of one or both parents’
expressing the parental effect on offspring fitness will depend
on specific life history assumptions in the model (Table 1). If
the magnitude of the fitness effect on offspring is not reduced
when the parental effect locus is expressed by only one sex,
for example if single parents can provide as much care as both
parents together, then the expected effective strength of selection
operating on the maternal effect locus will still be half that of the
direct effect locus. If, on the other hand, sex-limited expression
at the parental effect locus means that the magnitude of the
indirect effect on offspring fitness is half as strong as when the
parental effect locus is expressed by both parents, the effective
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TABLE 1 | Fitness of offspring genotypes in families of a single mating diploid population.
Mother Father A1A1 A1A2 A2A2
A1A1 A1A1 1
1+ 2 sd + c (2 sm + 2 sp) + 2 ss
A1A1 A1A2 1/2 1/2
1+ 2 sd + c (2 sm + sp) + 3/2 ss 1 + sd + c (2 sm + sp) + 3/2 ss
A1A1 A2A2 1
1 + sd + c (2 sm)
A1A2 A1A1 1/2 1/2
1+ 2 sd + c (sm + 2 sp) + 3/2 ss 1 + sd + c (sm + 2 sp) + 3/2 ss
A1A2 A1A2 1/4 1/2 1/4
1+ 2 sd + c (sm + sp) + ss 1 + sd + c (sm + sp) + ss 1 + c (sm + sp) + ss
A1A2 A2A2 1/2 1/2
1 + sd + c (sm) + 1/2 ss 1 + c (sm) + 1/2 ss
A2A2 A1A1 1
1 + sd + c (2 sp) + ss
A2A2 A1A2 1/2 1/2
1 + sd + c (sp) + 1/2 ss 1 + c (sp) + 1/2 ss
A2A2 A2A2 1
1
Frequency (top of each cell) and fitness (bottom of each cell) of offspring depends on their own genotype and the genotypes of family members. Shaded boxes are offspring genotypes
not produced. As in Linksvayer and Wade (2009), sd is a direct fitness effect depending on offspring genotype, sm is a maternal fitness effect depending on maternal genotype, and
ss is a sib fitness effect depending on average sib genotype. To illustrate the difference between sex-limited expression and the kin selection relatedness effect, we have added sp, a
paternal fitness effect depending on paternal genotype, and a constant c. For exclusively maternal or paternal effects, c = 1 and sp or sm = 0. If there are parental effects and sm =
sp, then c must equal 1/2 in order for the fitness effect of parental effects to be the same magnitude as the direct fitness effect, i.e., sparental = 1/2 (sm + sp) = sd , in accord with the
all-else-equal assumption of Linksvayer and Wade (2009). Note that in the resulting 1p DD monandry equation below, all parental effects (i.e., whether there are only maternal effects, only
paternal effects, or sex-unlimited parental effects) would have a coefficient of 1/2, due to the parent-offspring relatedness of 1/2, and distinct from any effect of sex-limited expression.
W DD monandry = 1 + 2 p(sd + c (sm + sp) + ss ).
∆p DD monandry = p q (sd + c (1/2 sm + 1/2 sp) + 1/2 ss )/W DD monandry .
strength of selection experienced by the parental effect locus will
be one fourth that of the direct effect locus (i.e., ½ ∗ ½). The first
halving is caused by kin selection and the second by sex-limited
expression.
Note that certain factors differentially affect sex-limited direct
effect loci and kin selection loci with indirect fitness effects,
further illustrating that kin selection and sex limitation are
distinct. For example, sex ratio affects expected allele frequency
change for sex-limited direct effect loci but not for maternal effect
loci. In contrast, inbreeding has a larger effect on allele frequency
change for parental effect loci (inbreeding acts to increase parent-
offspring relatedness) compared to direct effect loci (Wade, 2000;
Wolf and Wade, 2016).
These simple cases illustrate that the effects of sex-limited
expression and indirect fitness effects are distinct and can be
additive, depending on the underlying biology. These models
also illustrate that it is possible to formulate models where
selection experienced by direct effect loci and indirect loci
are or appear equivalent because of additional differences in
sex-limited expression (e.g., when the direct effect locus is
sex-limited and the indirect effect locus is expressed in both
sexes) (Hall and Goodisman, 2012). As we discuss below, such
formulation is likely relevant to specific loci and biological
scenarios, however ultimately it can obscure the fact that the
causal factors underlying selection and gene frequency change are
distinct.
We note that, in addition to sex-limited expression described
in detail above, genes with indirect fitness effects may also have
sex-limited fitness effects. For example, regardless whether a
parentally-expressed locus has sex-limited expression (e.g., only
maternal or both maternal and paternal), its fitness effects may
be sex-limited (e.g., only affecting the fitness of daughters/sons,
rather than all offspring regardless of sex). Thus, genes with
indirect effects can have sex-limited expression as well as sex-
limited fitness effects. In contrast, the effects of sex-limited
expression and fitness effects are exactly overlapping for direct
effect genes because the same individual expresses the gene as
well as its fitness effects.
A MORE COMPLETE MODEL OF
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION FOR GENES
WITH DIVERSE FITNESS EFFECTS AND
PATTERNS OF SEX-LIMITATION
The model of Linksvayer and Wade (2009) explicitly considers
three distinct types of genes with distinct fitness effects (direct,
maternal, and sib effects) on the fitness of new males and
new queens, under conditions of monandry and polyandry.
The model of Hall and Goodisman (2012) similarly explicitly
considers two different types of genes with distinct fitness effects:
queen-specific direct fitness effects, and offspring effects on the
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fitness of queens and her mate(s). Altogether, these combine
to five distinct categories of genes. There are many more
conceivable types of genes with distinct patterns of fitness effects
and sex-limitation, for example, genes with male-specific direct
effects, queen-specific offspring effects, sex-specific maternal
effects, or sex-specific sib effects.
Following the approach of Linksvayer and Wade (2009),
we modeled all possible combinations of direct, parental, sib,
and offspring fitness effects with all types of sex-limitation. We
calculated the per generation change in allele frequency (1p)
associated with each fitness effect (see Supplementary Material).
Tables 2, 3 shows the resulting coefficients for each fitness effect
in the 1p equations associated with each combination of fitness
effect and sex limitation, for monandrous and polyandrous
colonies, respectively. These coefficients reflect the effective
strength of selection, and relative rates of molecular evolution,
experienced by genes with these particular effects. We show 12
different categories of effects (and corresponding categories of
genes), marked with at least one asterisk, likely to play roles in the
biology of social insects. In particular, we have highlighted seven
categories, marked with two or three asterisks, that we think are
likely to be especially common, and together likely represent the
majority of genes in social insect genomes.
Social insect adult workers are expected to simultaneously
affect the fitness of their mother, through offspring effects
(Hall and Goodisman, 2012), and the fitness of their younger
reproductive siblings (newmales and queens), through sib effects
(Linksvayer and Wade, 2009). For example, by collecting food
and defending the colony, workers increase both the survival and
fecundity of their mother as well as the likelihood of survival and
future fecundity of their younger siblings. However, inspection of
Tables 2, 3 reveals that allele frequency change due to sib effects
and offspring effects are different, unless considering average
effects across both sexes (this may be why Hall and Goodisman,
2012 stated in passing that they could have equivalently modeled
their offspring effects as sib effects). This makes sense, because
for haplodiploids, offspring-parent relatedness is not always the
same as relatedness between sibs. Consider two specific cases
likely to be very common: worker genes that affect the fitness of
new queens (a sib effect) and worker genes that affect the fitness
of the mother queen (an offspring effect). The 1p coefficients
for these fitness effects in monandrous colonies are 1/2 and 1/3,
respectively (Table 2). The relative fitness effect of worker genes
on their mother queen vs. sibs will determine which coefficient
more strongly shapes rates of molecular evolution for these genes.
For example with monandry, compared to worker genes with
TABLE 2 | In a haplodiploid colony with a single, singly-mated queen, the relative effective strength of selection experienced by genes with each
combination of fitness effect and sex-limitation.
Expressed by: Gene affects the fitness of:
Self Sons Daughters Offspring Brothers Sisters Siblings Fathers Mothers Parents
Male 2/3**(1/3) 0 1/3 1/3
Queen 2/3**HG *1/3 *1/3 2/3***LW
Male and queen 4/3***LW(1) 1/6 1/2 2/3
Sterile worker *1/6 *1/2 2/3***LW 1/3* 1/3*** 2/3**HG
(Direct effect) (Parental effect) (Sib effect) (Offspring effect)
The values shown represent the relative contribution of each type of fitness effect to change in gene frequency (i.e., coefficients in ∆p equations). The 12 unshaded cells are assumed to
be relatively common categories of fitness effects, which we assume are represented by many genes in social insect genomes. Asterisks indicate our guess at how common we expect
each category to be, and the relative number of genes that may fit in each category: * uncommon, ** common, *** very common. For example, we expect sex-specific sib effects to be
rare, but sib effects on both new males and queens to be very common. Combinations of effects previously modeled by Linksvayer and Wade (2009) are labeled by “LW” and effects
modeled by Hall and Goodisman (2012) are labeled by “HG.” Dark shaded cells are assumed not to occur (for example workers usually do not reproduce so do not have genes with
direct or maternal fitness effects, but see the main text for further discussion; likewise males and queens are assumed to not have appreciable sib and offspring fitness effects), and
light shade cells are assumed to be very rare (there are no known case of paternal effects, although they are conceivable). For the direct effects (left column) involving males, values
assuming no dosage compensation are shown in parentheses. For cases with both maternal and parental care (third row), the contribution of both effects is scaled so that the fitness
consequence of bi-parental effects has the same magnitude as the two cases of uni-parental effects. See Supplementary Material for further model details.
TABLE 3 | In a haplodiploid colony with a single, multiply-mated queen, the relative effective strength of selection experienced by genes with each
combination of fitness effect and sex-limitation.
Expressed by: Gene affects the fitness of:
Self Sons Daughters Offspring Brothers Sisters Siblings Fathers Mothers Parents
Male 2/3**(1/3) 0 0 0
Queen 2/3**HG *1/3 *1/3 2/3***LW
Male and queen 4(3)***LW(1) 1/6 1/6 1/3
Sterile worker *1/6 *1/6 1/3***LW 0* 1/3*** 1/3**HG
(Direct effect) (Parental effect) (Sib effect) (Offspring effect)
See Table 2 for further explanation and see Supplementary Material for further model details.
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both sib and offspring effects, female-limited direct effect genes
(coefficient 2/3), are expected to experience selection that is
1.3–2 times as effective, leading to stronger purifying selection
and higher rates of adaptive divergence for these “queen genes”
compared to “worker genes.” For a detailed discussion of the
subtle issue of when fitness should be ascribed to parents vs.
offspring, see Wolf and Wade (2001).
Besides providing predictions for worker-associated vs.
queen-associated genes, how can the theoretical predictions
presented in Tables 2, 3 be useful to empiricists? One way
is by examining the relative ranking of gene categories to
identify which types of genes, all-else-equal, are predicted to
experience the effectively strongest to most relaxed selection:
Genes with direct effects on both males and queens are expected
to experience the strongest effective selection (Tables 2, 3).
With complete dosage compensation, genes with male-specific
and queen-specific direct effects are expected to experience
similar strengths of effective selection (Whitlock and Wade,
1995), although with no dosage compensation (as modeled by
Linksvayer and Wade, 2009), genes with male-specific direct
effects will experience relaxed selection relative to genes with
queen-specific direct effects (Tables 2, 3). Next in rank are
several categories: genes with maternal effects on both sons
and daughters, genes with sib effects on both brothers and
sisters, and genes with offspring effects on both mothers and
fathers. Genes expected to experience the most relaxed selection
are those with sex-limited indirect fitness effects, in particular
worker-expressed genes that only affect the fitness of brothers
are expected to experience the lowest effective selection for
monandrous colonies (Table 2). Only male-expressed genes
with son-specific fitness effects are predicted to experience
more relaxed selection (i.e., a 0 coefficient for this fitness effect,
indicating that these genes would not experience selection).
This coefficient is 0 because haplodiploid fathers and sons are
unrelated (haploidploid males do not have fathers), so that
male-specific paternal effects cannot be shaped by kin selection.
However, it is difficult to imagine a paternal effect gene with
male-specific effects in the first place. For polyandrous species,
worker-expressed genes that only affect their father’s fitness
also would not experience kin selection (0 coefficient; Table 3),
because with a large number of mates, the average worker in the
colony is unrelated to any particular male parent.
Note that we did not model worker-expressed genes with
direct fitness effects, because workers are usually assumed to be
functionally sterile (Tables 2, 3). But in fact, workers in the large
majority of haplodiploid social insect species can lay unfertilized,
male-destined eggs in some situations (e.g., after the death of
their mother queen). (Note that for species with workers that
lay haploid eggs, the coefficients for direct effects and maternal
effects on sons are the same as for queens). Genes exclusively
expressed by workers in these species may then have direct fitness
effects, and may be more strongly shaped by direct selection than
kin selection. There are only a handful of social insect lineages
(i.e., ant genera such as Solenopsis, Monomorium, Wasmannia)
where workers are obligately sterile (Hölldobler and Wilson,
1990). These ant genera present particularly strong systems to
study patterns of molecular evolution for genes expected to be
shaped by direct versus kin selection, because genes exclusively
expressed by obligately sterile workers can only be shaped by kin
selection.
Inspection of Tables 2, 3 can also help explain why Hall
and Goodisman (2012) rejected Linksvayer and Wade’s (2009)
general conclusion that genes with indirect fitness effects are
expected to experience relaxed selection compared to genes
with direct fitness effects. Hall and Goodisman (2012) modeled
classes of direct and indirect effect genes that happen to have
equivalent expected rates of molecular evolution (worker genes
with offspring effects on both their parents, and queen genes with
direct fitness effects). Inspection of Tables 2, 3 illustrates that
more generally, genes with indirect fitness effects do experience
relaxed selection compared to genes with direct fitness effects.
When they do not, it is simply because the degree of relaxation of
selection due to relatedness is the same as the degree of relaxation
due to sex-limitation.
PROMISING EMPIRICAL APPROACHES
TO TEST PREDICTED PATTERNS OF
MOLECULAR EVOLUTION IN SOCIAL
INSECT GENOMES
While it may be tempting to treat the two previous models
(and also the more general model detailed above) as alternative
hypotheses with distinct predictions, we do not recommend
this approach because the two models are relevant to different
categories of genes in social insect genomes. As illustrated in
Tables 2, 3, there are a variety of types of combinations of fitness
effects and patterns of sex limitation, putatively representing
categories of genes that are likely to exist in social insect
genomes. We recommend that empiricists seek to identify genes
with distinct patterns of sex- and caste-specific expression that
correspond to the categories in Tables 2, 3. Declining costs
of RNA sequencing mean that extensive information about
the context of expression across life stages, sexes, and castes
should help to categorize genes within a genome as being
associated with sex-limited, stage-limited, caste-limited, etc.
expression. For example, genes that are significantly upregulated
in worker tissues, queen tissues, or male tissues, are likely to
have mainly sib/offspring, direct/maternal, and direct fitness
effects, respectively. Determining whether, for example queen-
associated genes mainly have direct fitness effects or maternal
fitness effects will require further study of time- and tissue-
specific gene expression patterns. For example, it is possible
to identify sets of worker-associated genes that are functionally
linked to sib care behaviors and have indirect effects on larval
development (Linksvayer, 2015; Vojvodic et al., 2015). After
identifying categories of genes with different combinations of
sex-limitation and direct and indirect fitness effects, the models
described above can be used as predictions for relative rates of
molecular evolution.
We note that all of themodels described above assume that the
magnitude of selection associated with each type of fitness effect
is the same (i.e., the all-else-equal assumption described in detail
by Linksvayer andWade, 2009). That is, for example, the strength
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of selection on worker traits and queen traits is assumed to be the
same. The models describe how the effective strength of selection,
and corresponding rate of molecular evolution, experienced by
genes in each category vary. This variation in effective strength
of selection experienced by genes results from differences in
relatedness among social partners that modulate the effective
strength of kin selection, and patterns of sex-limitation that
modulate the proportion of individuals (and genomes) in the
population that experience selection. When this all-else-equal
assumption does not hold, all bets are off. For example, if,
as a result of the natural history of a particular ant species,
worker-associated traits have a much stronger effect on colony
productivity than queen-associated traits, the underlying worker-
associated genes may experience elevated rates of molecular
evolution relative to the queen-associated genes, despite the fact
that worker genes experience kin selection and queen genes
experience direct selection. That is, the effective weakening of
selection experienced by loci with indirect fitness effects can
be offset (or further exacerbated) by the different magnitudes
of selection. Thus, the patterns shown in Tables 2, 3 can be
understood as null expectations in the absence of other forces. As
the categories of identified genes become smaller, mean rates of
molecular evolution are more likely to be influenced by unique
characteristics of individual genes, and not fit the all-else equal
assumption of themodels. Of course, in contrast, when categories
become too large, they will just represent the average genome
attributes.
All of the models described above assume that genes more-
or-less have a single type of fitness consequence. As described in
Linksvayer and Wade (2009), genes are more realistically likely
to be pleiotropic, and this may be especially true in social insect
genomes (Linksvayer, 2015; Mullen and Thompson, 2015). For
example, while studies looking for differentially-expressed genes
between queens and workers at a single life history stage (e.g.,
adults) often find hundreds or even thousands of genes, studies
that consider multiple life history stages find fewer (Morandin
et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015). Moreover, very few genes seem
to be exclusively expressed in only queens or workers (Smith
et al., 2015). Future empirical studies will have to clarify exactly
what level of differential expression is functionally important.
Given these caveats, it is perhaps surprising that empirical
studies consistently find evidence for different rates of molecular
evolution for genes that are significantly upregulated in for
example workers, vs. queens.
Most past studies have relied on comparing relative rates
of divergence between species at non-synonymous and
synonymous sites (dN/dS). As discussed in detail by Helanterä
and Uller (2014), such divergence can reflect a variety of
processes, including relaxed selective constraint (i.e., relaxed
purifying selection) or elevated positive selection. Differentiating
between these alternatives is difficult (Helanterä and Uller, 2014).
Furthermore, in some cases, relaxed selection within populations
could lead to increased segregating variation, which could
later lead to elevated rates of divergence among populations
associated with local adaptation (Linksvayer and Wade, 2009).
Population genomic datasets should have more potential to
partition adaptive molecular evolution (i.e., positive selection)
from signatures of relaxed selective constraint (i.e., purifying
selection). For example, using McDonald-Kreitman type tests
(Mcdonald and Kreitman, 1991), it is possible to differentiate
between genes experiencing positive versus negative selection,
and it is possible to estimate the proportion of genes experiencing
adaptive molecular divergence (Smith and Eyre-Walker, 2002;
Stoletzki and Eyre-Walker, 2011).
Interestingly, some recent studies indicate that worker-biased
genes may experience elevated rates of molecular evolution
relative to queen-biased genes (e.g., Feldmeyer et al., 2014;
Harpur et al., 2014; Vojvodic et al., 2015). This could be due to
relaxed purifying selection (which fits the predictions described
above) or elevated positive selection (which does not fit the
predictions described above). The Harpur et al. (2014) honey
bee study uses a population genomic dataset with McDonald-
Kreitman type tests to suggest higher rates of adaptive divergence
(i.e., elevated positive selection) for worker-associated genes (see
also Vojvodic et al., 2015). In some species, worker traits may
simply be experiencingmuch stronger selection than queen traits,
so that even though worker traits evolve predominantly through
indirect selection, worker-associated genes may experience
similar or even higher rates of adaptive molecular evolution.
For species such as honey bees, it may often be the case that
worker traits experience much stronger selection than queen
traits. Honey bee queens are always accompanied by a large
number of workers (i.e., dependent colony foundation; Winston,
1987), so that selection on many queen traits (except traits such
as developmental rate) may be relaxed relative to queen traits in
species with independent colony foundation.
In addition to comparing rates of molecular evolution
between different categories of genes within a genome, it is also
possible to try to study how rates of molecular evolution differ
for lineages with different mating systems or social structures that
could affect relatedness patterns and hence the relative strength of
direct vs. kin selection. For example, Hall and Goodisman (2012)
compared available estimates of molecular evolution between
genes upregulated in adult queens versus adult workers for
the honey bee Apis mellifera, which has multiple mating, and
the fire ant Solenopsis invicta, which has single mating, under
the hypothesis that the relative strength of kin selection is
reduced with multiple mating. However, tremendous life history
differences between these lineages, including dependent versus
independent colony foundation, likely strongly differentially
shapes patterns of selection for queen and worker traits in
these lineages. These life history differences may swamp out any
effects of direct versus indirect selection on observed patterns of
molecular evolution. Future comparative studies should sample
more extensively and use imethods accounting for phylogeny to
try to control for the effects of variation in life history on patterns
of molecular evolution (e.g., Morandin et al., 2016).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
The general lack of interface between established social evolution
theory and recent sociogenomic empirical studies is somewhat
surprising given the degree to which kin selection theory in
particular has been embraced by social insect biologists in the
past. This is likely in part due to a lack of detailed information
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available about the functional roles that particular genes play. As
described above, emerging RNA sequencing data sets can be used
to identify genes with putative direct and indirect fitness effects,
for example first by identifying genes associated with queen vs.
worker development and function. A perceived lack of simple
testable predictions may well also be a problem. To help clear
up this issue, we have further developed our previous model
to provide testable predictions for relative rates of molecular
evolution for genes with different patterns of direct and indirect
fitness effects and sex-limitation. We also reiterate our main
previous prediction (Linksvayer and Wade, 2009): all-else-equal,
genes with indirect vs. direct selection should experience relaxed
adaptive molecular evolution. This can be understood as a
null expectation for genomic patterns of molecular evolution
in species with social fitness effects. For example, when sets
of genes upregulated in obligately sterile workers have higher
rates of adaptive molecular evolution compared to sets of genes
upregulated in queens, something else must be going on. In
this case, the all-else-equal assumption is likely incorrect, and
selection on worker traits may be stronger, overcoming the
dampening relatedness effect. Overall, we encourage researchers
to use emerging sociogenomic datasets to interface with
longstanding social evolution models that explicitly model
and consider the special genetic and evolutionary features of
social traits.
Promising future directions for further developing theory
include incorporating life history details, together with direct
and indirect selection to models of trait evolution and resulting
molecular evolution. Additionally, recent studies indicate that
genes associated with social traits may exist in distinct gene
regulatory contexts (Molodtsova et al., 2014; Jasper et al., 2015;
Mikheyev and Linksvayer, 2015; Morandin et al., 2016) and
models explicitly considering the evolution of the components of
gene regulatory networks involved in social interactions can lead
to further testable predictions for genes associated with social
traits relative to the rest of the genome (Akcay et al., 2015).
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